
Investment Strategy

Value Investment Partners eXplore product enable investors to

benefit from the principle of asset allocation having the

majority of the contribution to excess returns rather than

individual stock selection. By using the firms proven expertise

of tactical asset allocation investors are able to gain exposure

to a wide variety of asset classes through indexed exchange

traded funds actively managed by our team of investment

professionals. The use of these products for investments

allows for significant cost reductions due to the use of passive

investment vehicles with broad market exposures, perfect for

investors at the beginning of their wealth accumulation.

Investment Objective

The aim of the VIP Diversified eXplore Portfolio is to provide

investors a high level of capital growth over the medium to long

term through exposure to a diversified portfolio of ETF’s

tracking major indices, while providing low management costs

to investors. The investments have a diversified exposure to

growth and defensive assets in order to provide the desired

investment risk profile. A targeted tactical allocation as well as

regular performance and risk screenings are employed by

Value Investment Partners in order to maximise investor

wealth and mitigate volatility.
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Portfolio Performance

VIP Diversified eXplore Portfolio– 11.21% 
Morningstar Balanced Index – 11.83%

1 Month 3 Month 6 Month Y.T.D. 1 Year Inception (p.a.)

Gross Returns 1.55% -3.82% -2.01% -3.82% - 7.63%

Net Returns 1.53% -3.90% -2.16% -3.90% - 7.56%

Benchmark Returns 0.01% -2.47% -1.49% -2.47% - 3.70%

Volatility, due to economic uncertainty, dominated the March quarter with equity markets swinging aggressively. 

As the new year started, the emergence of a fifth COVID variant (Omicron) and what it meant for inflation and interest 

rates gripped investors. The word transitory (to describe inflation) disappeared, the realization that global interest rates 

were set for sustained hikes gained mainstream acceptance and equity markets tanked. This resulted in a divergence in 

investor behaviour; many institutional investors recognizing the difficulty central banks are likely to have curtailing inflation, 

rotated out of interest-rate sensitive stocks into resources and other commodities, while bargain hunters upon realizing 

that Omicron wasn’t as severe as earlier versions began ‘buying the dip’ and the Australian equity market rallied 

recovering half its YTD losses. 

However, when Russia attacked Ukraine in mid-February, it was just one too many negatives for nervous investors and 

global equity markets tanked again. Then in the last few weeks of March, the US printed a massive inflation figure of 8.5%, 

but core inflation looked low and bargain hunters (use to decades of loose monetary policy and pumped-up equity 

markets) once again began buying the dip and Australia’s equity market ended the quarter in line with where it started the 

year.



Current Asset Allocation Current Sector Allocation

3 Month Sector Performance 3 Month Holdings Performance

Upside & Downside Capture Portfolio Facts

Value Investment Partners Pty Ltd is a Corporate Authorised Representative (Representative No.: 409849) ABN 72 149 815 707 of JRP Securities Pty Ltd, Australian Financial Services Licensee (AFSL 455657).This document has been prepared for general information purposes only and

not as specific advice to any particular person. Any advice contained in this document is General Advice and does not take into account any person’s investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. Before making any investment decision based on this advice, you should
consider, with or without the assistance of a securities adviser, whether it is appropriate to your particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. A Product Disclosure Statement and/or Investment Options Document on any financial product mentioned in this

document should also be obtained and read prior to proceeding with an investment decision. JRP Securities Pty Ltd and its representatives may have an interest or associations with the product providers detailed in this report, and will be entitled to receive remuneration for the

provision of personal financial product advice by means of commissions and/or fees and other benefits. If you proceed with personal advice, details of remuneration and associations will be detailed in full within a Financial Services Guide and Statement of Advice. Although every effort

has been made to verify the accuracy of the information contained in this document, JRP Securities Pty Ltd, its officers, employees and agents disclaim all liability (except for any liability which by law cannot be excluded), for any error, inaccuracy in, or omission from the information

contained in this document or any loss or damage suffered by any person directly or indirectly through relying on this information.

Inception Date 1st April 2021

Asset Class Multi-Asset

Platform Availability Xplore Wealth

Index Benchmark
Morningstar Balanced 

Index

Investment Horizon 5 – 7 Years

Suggested Minimum Investment $25,000 AUD

Management Fee (Exc. GST) 0.30%

1 Month 3 Month

Upside Capture 110% -0.32%

Downside Capture -% 59%
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